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Why are prominent doctors and medical researchers all over the world interested in the extraordinary
healings reported by the patients of Dr. Eric Pearl? What does it mean when these patients report the sudden
disappearance of afflictions such as cancer, AIDS, and cerebral palsy? And what does it mean when people
who interact with Dr. Pearl report a sudden ability to access this healing energy not just for themselves, but
for others, too? What is this phenomenon?

Well, you might have to reconsider everything you’ve read up until now about conventional healing. The
new frequencies of healing described by Dr. Pearl transcend technique entirely and bring you to levels
beyond those previously accessible to anyone, anywhere. This book takes you on Eric Pearl’s journey from
the discovery of his ability to heal, to his well-deserved reputation as the instrument through which this
process is being introduced to the world. But most important, The Reconnection reveals methods you can use
to personally master these new healing energies.
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From Reader Review The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal
Yourself for online ebook

kylenehayley says

When I finish a book within weeks of buying it, it has significant meaning (to me). I have never been
impacted by a book in such a way. I started to have very lucid dreams after only 30 pages of reading!

Jutta Corinna Kell says

Fascinating

It is a wonderful thought and invitation. To bring light and healing to others and to ourselves. Healing not in
the traditional sense, but rather meant as unifying and reconnecting ourselves with God and the universe and
receiving energy and truth and thus becoming whole and renewed beings. What a beautiful message.

Phoebe Allex says

This a very motivational book to read in my opinion. He discusses real challenges in his life that he had to
overcome to be successful. It leaves you realizing it is just not you who has to jump through hoops it is many
others also. He would reach a level of success for it to collapse, like the perfect life picnic that gets ants.

Freya Magnusson says

I really enjoyed the book and went to the Seminar 1 and 2 in Newport Beach, CA last weekend to study
Reconnective Healing. It works and is very, very similar to Polarity Therapy in energy and I think Quantum
Touch from what I'm reading. Not exactly, but definitely along those lines.

The only problem I had is Eric's belief that evil does not exist. Also his attachment to this entity named
Solomon that is an entity that uses people to channel information as described in the book, "Solomon
Speaks" of which I read one chapter and closed the book.

My concern for this healing organization is the encroachment of this unknown entity Solomon. Nevertheless,
the healing energy works.

Eric Pearl is a good person. High-intentioned, well-meaning, and childlike in wonder. However, I left the
seminar early because I could see the beginnings of a cult in the making if it continues on down the path
Solomon may lead....demons are known for manipulating innocent, well-meaning people and attempting to
quell God's healing work. So, I left. But the book was an interesting read apart from Eric's philosophy.



Logan Scott says

The reconnection is about a man who quits is job as a successful chiropractor because he realizes he has an
extraordinary gift. In this book Dr. Erik Pearl tells you about his amazing experiences about him
miraculously healing people, his life, how his gift has progressed and how to use this gift yourself. He tells
of how he’s healed people with lifelong disabilities and how he healed aids and even caner and it is truly
inspiring and funny at times even though at some points in time you feel like he is a bit negative. It is still a
good book that may make you question the way you live your life and what you want to do with your life.
One of the things I love most about this book is how Dr. Erik Pearl not only tells you how to use the energies
but he also talks about the scientific proof and evidence. Which really causes you to wonder about and want
to pursue this gift but most of that happens in the first part of the book. The second part of the book is more
about how to use the energies and actually heal people which I found awesome because you actually feel it
and know it’s really there. He talks about feeling the energies and not forcing them and he talks about how
he doesn’t believe in bad energy and negative entities which I found a little weird. I mean what kind of
energy does he think murderers have good energy?

Michelle Corder says

Some things about this book were interesting and different, but I almost didn't make it through the first part
of the book, because it was nothing but EGO (I was special from the day I was born kind of stuff). Later in
the book, it was more balanced. I would recommend the book, but be aware of the first half.

Miranda13 says

Witty, humorous, and thoughtful. Can be read in an evening, barring interruptions. The first third of the book
is primarily biographical which provided a more personal connection with the author. The rest of the book
describes Reconnective Healing and its meaning. Then finally, Dr. Pearl explains the "how tos", giving some
basic tips to practice on.

As Dr. Pearl suggests I am rereading the book now and will most likely read it a few times more (between
loaning it to friends).

I bought the Spanish edition from Amazon requested by my Argentine husband who has begun to do some of
the suggested exercises.

I dearly hope that energy healing will replace allopathic western medicine and eventually put corporate
health care back with the archaic practices of the past century!!

The website is: www.TheReconnection.com

Jann says

This will probably sound "woo-woo" to many people. Eric Pearl's personality may put some people off. I



enjoy his humor, as he takes the "mystery" out of energy healing. I read the book, felt the energies, took the
healing levels one and two, and experienced "the reconnection". I have felt a major shift in my
consciousness. If you feel the energy in your hands as you read the book, pursue it.

Poornima Rathinam says

A must read.

Luved this book. I have understood so much more here. As if all my learning of the meta physical has lead
me here.

Shontell says

Amazing. Just the information I was searching for.

Thelma says

This book changed my perception of energy healing. Really enjoyed the book!

Stella says

Eric Pearl is a character. I genuinely enjoyed his book and learning from him at the Los Angeles conference.
Reconnective Healing is powerful stuff. A good read for anyone interested in energy healing. His work is
modern and alive.

Rini says

weird... while and after reading the book i felt there is something funny with my hands... is it true? may be i
had been activated.

Patsie Smith says

I was profoundly drawn to Dr Eric Pearl when saw his brief appearance in The Living Matrix. Researched
and got his book, was compelled to fast-track to the back sections then slowly read the rest at leisure. From
his book, what he teaches and conveys, I can't help but am overjoyed to read and learn further truths that has
taught my soul a thing or two. Simplicity and truth is what Eric Pearl keeps anchoring in, which resonates
with my soul right to the core, and confirms and reaffirms so much I feel and know, but that often gets
challenged by many older more established spiritual practices. My deepest respect for a man who is a highly



evolved soul, enlightened, though he himself would not use that word. He is one who has come in this
lifetime to bring this great leap forward for mankind, especially in the area of healing, but in the shape of a
very down-to-earth man, who can rebuke and break down all walls that 'spirituality' has unconsciously grown
to surround itself. It is most amazing, this age and time - wisdom and evolution of consciousness come from
every corner of the globe, through all shapes and forms, to continue to help humankind evolve and heal. An
outstanding book, well-written, again in such simplicity and truth, that people who don't get it, simply don't
because of their own walls of ego. Dr Pearl's wisdom and contribution to healing and our soul evolution is
profound. I would be most honored and thrilled if I can ever get to meet him in person one day, especially to
enjoy his humor. Thoroughly enjoyed the book!

Iona Stewart says

This is a book that could actually change your life.

Dr. Pearl was a successful chiropractor when he began to have strange experiences (he had in fact since
birth, and probably before, had strange experiences).

He began to treat people by waving his hands intuitively through their aura, after which they moved their
head, eyes and other parts of the body in unexpected ways, and also channelled messages for him. Miracles
happened – his patients were cured of incurable ailments.

Pearl had been advised to get hold of a moldavite crystal, and it turned out this stone had the ability to open
up communication with angels, entities and beings from other planets. Pearl states: “I put the stone in my
pocket, and the channelling started.”

The messages channelled by the various patients were the same:
1) We are here to tell you to continue what you are doing.
2) What you are doing is bringing light and information to the planet.
3) What you are doing is reconnecting strands.
4) What you are doing is reconnecting strings.
5) You must know that you are a master.
6) We’ve come because of your reputation.

Now he is telling us how to connect with this energy, or rather he says that this will happen merely by our
reading the book. This has happened to me, and I was also fortunate to get help and healing from a friend,
which has strengthened my connection. I feel the energy in my hands, and sometimes in my head. When
connected, sometimes my right foot moves involuntarily, and I feel a coldness in my right leg, or both legs.

With this “method” you do not send energy, but receive it. Pearl states that it is not “faith healing”, and it
greatly surpasses “energy healing”. Reconnective healing is not a technique. It transcends technique. You are
this healing energy, and it is you. It emanates from you the moment you focus your attention on it. You work
with it by noticing it, by allowing your attention to fall onto it.

The book includes instructions whereby we can heal ourselves and carry out distant healing.

If you don’t feel you completely get the hang of the “method”, you might be lucky to find someone in your
area who can carry out “the Reconnection” for you. This will connect you with the healing energy.



This important book is clearly and amusingly written. Pearl has his own distinctive, humorous style. I highly
recommend that you read it.


